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Abstract

The CP-O programming language is described as an interface between the design of a system and its implementation as a VLSI layout. Before its translation into a VLSI layout, a CP-O program is translated into a so-called handshake circuit. This circuit is optimised and its speed and size are estimated. The translation method and the optimisations are described. Furthermore, a formal method is introduced to compare CP-O programs, by estimating their size and speed when implemented as handshake circuits. The method is applied to two CP-O designs for dynamic programming.

1 Introduction

A VLSI program is the description of a VLSI circuit in an algorithmic language [BK91]. It is the task of a silicon compiler to translate VLSI programs into VLSI layouts. The language should be such, that VLSI programs can be written without any knowledge of the underlying communication protocol or implementation medium. This has as advantage that the programmer only needs to cope with the problem of writing a correct program that satisfies a given specification. Given this specification, the programmer makes a design of the VLSI program. This design step results in a network of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP). To specify the processes, a CSP-like notation is adopted (cf. [Mar86, Pee90a, BK91]).

In general, there is not just one program that satisfies a given specification, but several. Therefore, we need criteria to compare programs. In traditional programming, programs are compared by estimating the amount of time and memory a program requires during execution. This finds its analogy in VLSI programming, where we can compare programs by estimating the size and speed of the programs, when implemented as VLSI layouts.

Just as performance analysis of traditional programs is done on an abstract, implementation independent level, we do not want to bother the VLSI programmer with the intricate details of VLSI circuits. Therefore, the performance analysis method should be
based on the VLSI programs, and not on their translation to VLSI layouts. However, such a method requires some knowledge of this translation to give useful results. So, what we need is an interface between the (high-level) VLSI programming language and its translation to (low-level) VLSI layouts.

In [BS88] and [BK91] Van Berkel et al. propose such an interface. They do not translate VLSI programs directly to VLSI layouts, but use an intermediate representation. Their approach is summarized in Figure 1.

![Diagram of VLSI circuit development](image)

Figure 1: The development of VLSI circuits

A VLSI program consists of a number of concurrent processes that communicate via message passing over common channels. Each process of a VLSI program is first translated to an abstract or handshake circuit. Such a circuit consists of a list of basic or handshake components. Via a number of channels, each component communicates with other components on the list, or with the environment of the circuit. In the second step of the translation, each component is replaced by its corresponding implementation as a VLSI circuits, and the overall layout is generated. In this step, also a test trace can be generated to test a chip after fabrication.
In this paper, we introduce a method that estimates size and speed of single processes of VLSI programs. This method is based on the translation of these processes to handshake circuits. Therefore, our method is only useful to compare different VLSI processes, and should not be used to estimate the actual size and speed of VLSI layouts.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the CP-0 programming language, which is a CSP-like language to specify VLSI processes. A complete CP-0 program consists of a finite number of these processes that communicate via common channels of the processes. We describe how CP-0 programs can be translated into handshake circuits. This translation can result in rather inefficient circuits, so two post-optimisations are applied to make them more efficient. In Section 3 we present our (formal) performance analysis method. This method results in formulae for both size and speed, which express the size and speed of a VLSI process in size and speed estimates of the handshake components. Given the formal framework of Section 3, it was straightforward to make an implementation of our method. This implementation was applied to the two different designs for dynamic programming of [MS89]. The results of this comparison are given in Section 4. We end this paper with some concluding remarks in Section 5. To illustrate the application of our method, an example of a size and speed derivation is included in the appendix.

2 Translation and optimisation of CP-0 processes

We first describe in Section 2.1 the CP-0 programming language by giving a BNF-grammar. Furthermore, we discuss how processes specified in this language can be translated into networks of “components” that interact by handshake signaling. Such networks are called abstract or handshake circuits (cf. [BS88], and [BK91]). The translation of CP-0 processes requires a relatively small set of different handshake components, basically one for each primitive concept of the language. This set of components is described in Section 2.2. Given this set, we describe a translation method in Section 2.3. This method consists of a sequence of syntax-directed decompositions until the level of the handshake components is reached. This method can result in rather inefficient circuits. Inefficiencies can be eliminated by applying a number of post-optimisations. In Section 2.4 we describe two possible optimisations. These optimisations are incorporated in our performance analysis method of Section 3.

2.1 The CP-0 language

The CP-0 language was introduced by Van Berkel et al. in [BS88] as a notation for VLSI programs. In this paper, we consider a restricted class of this language. The processes that we consider are generated by the BNF-grammar of Table 1. In this grammar the semicolon expresses sequential composition. The comma, which takes priority over the semicolon, expresses concurrency. We have omitted any declaration part in this grammar, but it should be noticed that all variables and constants must be declared locally, while channels can be used to communicate with the environment of the process.
A sequence of statements $S$ can be repeated $n$ times by applying the so-called repetition operator. This is denoted by $S^n$.

At the heart of any CP-O process lie the so-called atomic statements, or simply atoms. From the grammar we see that we distinguish three kinds of atoms: input actions, output actions, and assignment statements. With an input action, an incoming message on a channel $a$ can be received in a variable $x$. This is denoted by $a?x$. With an output action we can send an evaluated expression $E$ along a channel, as denoted by $a!E$. We also have the Pascal-like assignment statement to assign an expression to a variable. An expression consists of variables and constants, which can composed by binary operators (e.g. addition). The binary operators are represented by the ‘□’ symbol.

### Table 1: The CP-O grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>StatList</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StatList</td>
<td>Atom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom</td>
<td>Ass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ass</td>
<td>Var := Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocomm</td>
<td>Chan ! Exp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icomm</td>
<td>Chan ? Var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>Con</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 The handshake components

The translation method of Section 2.3 consists of a sequence of decompositions until the level of the so-called handshake components is reached. In this section we give a specification of our set of components. For this specification we adopt the notation of [BS88]. The implementation of components is discussed in [Kam90].

A specification of a handshake component is based on its interface to the external world. This interface consists of a set of named ports. Ports are either passive or active, depending on their role during a handshake. When a channel $a$ connects two components, then $a$ must connect an active port with an passive port. A communication is requested by the active side of the channel and subsequently acknowledged by the other side. The communication interval $a^*$ denotes the communication at the active side, and $a^o$ the communication at the passive side of channel $a$. The active communication interval $a^*$ begins with sending a request and ends with the receipt of the corresponding acknowledgement. The passive interval $a^o$ starts with the receipt of the request and ends with the issue of an
acknowledgement. It is clear that the passive interval $a^\circ$ is enclosed in time by the active interval $a^*$. 

Now, a specification of a handshake component consists of a specification of the communication intervals, which are either passive or active. A specification can be made according to the following rules (cf. [Pee90b]):

- For communication channel $a$, $a^*$ is an active, and $a^\circ$ a passive communication interval.

- If $A$ and $B$ are passive and active intervals respectively, then $A : B$ denotes the interval that starts with the receipt of requests on all channels in $A$, followed by interval $B$, and ends with the sending of acknowledgements on all channels in $A$. We say that $B$ is "enclosed in time" by $A$. The communication interval $A : B$ is passive.

- If $A$ and $B$ are intervals of the same activity, then $A \bullet B$ defines an execution of $A$ and $B$ such that the two intervals overlap. The interval $A \bullet B$ has the same activity as $A$ and $B$.

- If $A$ and $B$ are intervals of the same activity, then $A ; B$ denotes the sequential order of $A$ and $B$. The interval is of the same activity as $A$ and $B$.

- If $A$ and $B$ are intervals of the same activity, then $A , B$ is the interval in which $A$ and $B$ may occur in either order, but may overlap as well. The interval has the same activity as $A$ and $B$.

- For passive intervals $A$ and $B$, $A | B$ defines the execution of either $A$ or $B$. The environment makes the choice which interval is activated. No overlap of $A$ and $B$ is allowed. The interval $A | B$ is passive.

- For an interval $A$, $A^n$ denotes the interval of the same activity in which $A$ is activated exactly $n$ times.

- For an interval $A$, $[A]$ denotes the interval of the same activity in which $A$ is repeatedly activated; completion of this communication interval will never occur.

Similar to [Pee90b], we divide the handshake components into three classes: the control components, the data-manipulation components, and the data-control components.

In this paper, we distinguish four different control components. Their specification is given in Table 2. Each control component has an activation channel $a$, which is used to trigger the component. When triggered, control signals are sent according to their specification.

The sequencer is a component that, after receiving a request via its $a$-channel, communicates once over all its $b$-channels, in sequential order, and finally sends an acknowledgement via its $a$-channel. It is used to implement the semicolon in CP-0 processes. The concursor, when initiated via its $a$-channel, independently triggers its $b$-channels in any order. After
completion of communication on all b-channels, the concursor sends an acknowledgement via its a-channel. When triggered, the repeater component communicates exactly n times via its b-channel, after which an acknowledgement is sent via its a-channel. The mixer communicates via its b-channel if one of its a-channels is triggered; the choice is left to the environment. However, the control communication on the k input channels must be in mutual exclusion.

The data-manipulation components are used for the distribution, gathering, storage, and operation of data. We distinguish six different data-manipulation components. They are specified in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>multiplexer</td>
<td>([a_0^1v \ldots a_{k-1}^1v] : b^1v)</td>
<td>(muz(k))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demultiplexer</td>
<td>([a_0^2v \ldots a_{k-1}^2v] : b^2v)</td>
<td>(dmz(k))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant c</td>
<td>([c.w_0^c] \ldots [c.w_{k-1}^c])</td>
<td>(con(k))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variable x</td>
<td>([x.r^o \ldots x]([x.w_0^x] \ldots [x.w_{k-1}^x]))</td>
<td>(var(k))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passivator</td>
<td>([a^o.v \cdot b^o.v])</td>
<td>(pass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-ary oper. □</td>
<td>([a^o.v(0_0^□ \ldots □<em>k) : (b_0^o.v_0 \cdot \ldots \cdot b</em>{k-1}^o.v_{k-1})])</td>
<td>□(k)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The data-manipulation components

The multiplexer component is used to merge k data channels on one data channel. The data communication on the k input channels must be in mutual exclusion. The demultiplexer is the counterpart of the multiplexer. It is used for the splitting of data on k output channels. Communication is initiated by the demanding side. These demands must be in mutual exclusion.

To allow storage of data, we have two handshake components. The constant is a component that upon request on one of its c.w channels, sends its value over the same channel. The variable can store data via its x.r channel, and send this data via one of its x.w channels.

The passivator is used as a connector for communication channels between two active communication partners. It is used to connect the communicating channels of different processes. In our translation method, the two sides of such channels are active, so they cannot be connected directly.

Operators are used to perform operations on data. They have k input channels and one output channel to communicate the result of the operation. The k-ary operator is triggered
by the input side. We do not have the reverse component, as in [BS88], i.e., where the activities are reversed.

There is only one data-control component, viz. the transferrer. It is used to trigger data flow by connecting a control component with two data-manipulation components. It is specified as follows:

\[ [a^\circ : (b^*?v \cdot c^*!v)]. \]

The transferrer is denoted by \( \text{trf} \). When triggered via its \( a \)-channel, it reads data via its \( b \)-channel, and transfers this data via its \( c \)-channel.

2.3 The translation method

The first step in the translation of \( \text{CP-O} \) processes consists of two program transformations. The first transformation concerns assignment statements \( x := E \) where \( x \) appears in \( E \). To avoid read/write conflicts, the following transformation must be applied to these assignment statements (cf. [BS88]):

\[ x := E \Rightarrow (x:=x; x:=E^x). \]

The second transformation concerns multiple occurrences of an expression \( E \) in a process, where \( E = E_0 \Box \ldots \Box E_{n-1} \). Due to the second optimisation that we apply (single realisation of expressions, see Section 2.4), these occurrences cannot be evaluated concurrently, as for instance in the process

\[ (a!x + y, b!x + y). \]

This kind of processes has to be transformed such that concurrent evaluation of the same expression cannot take place. The example above could for instance be transformed to

\[ (a!x + y, b!y + x) \text{ or } (xy := x + y; a!xy, b!xy), \]

since \( x + y \) and \( y + x \) are considered different expressions, and concurrent read from the same variable is possible. We note that, strictly speaking, a similar transformation has to be performed with respect to the first optimisation of Section 2.4, i.e., single realisation of atoms. However, the reader can check that atoms that have multiple concurrent occurrences can simply be replaced by a single occurrence.

We illustrate the translation of \( \text{CP-O} \) processes with an example. This example is the following process \( S \), which is not a very meaningful process, but shows most features of the \( \text{CP-O} \) language:

\[ S = (a?x, b?y; z := (x \text{ max } y); d!(x + y + z))^n \]

Process \( S \) concurrently stores values from channels \( a \) and \( b \) in variables \( x \) and \( y \) respectively, then assigns the maximum of \( x \) and \( y \) to \( z \), and finally outputs the sum of the three variables via channel \( d \). This process is repeated \( n \) times (\( n > 0 \)).
After application of the above program transformation, the following (informally described) translation of a CP-0 process results in a circuit of handshake components. Such a circuit is called a \textit{handshake circuit}.

1. Make a parse tree of the process via a syntax directed decomposition. The result of this step for process $S$ is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: The parse tree of process $S$](image)

2. Replace each node in the parse tree by its corresponding handshake component. For the nodes that correspond with control and arithmetic operators, this step is straightforward. The input, output, and assignment symbols ('?', '!', and ':=' respectively) are replaced by transferrers. For process $S$, this step is depicted in Figure 3. From this figure we see that the arcs of the parse tree are replaced by channels, which connect active and passive ports of components. The active ports are indicated by small filled circles, the passive ports by open ones.

3. Replace each \textit{leave} in the tree by either channels, variables, or constants. If a variable (constant) is read $k$ times ($k > 0$) in the process, then a $\text{var}(k)$ ($\text{con}(k)$) component is introduced. Furthermore, if we write to a variable $k$ times, with $k > 1$, then we have to place a $\text{mux}(k)$ component in front of the variable. Similarly, if the process contains $k$ "writes" to a channel, then a $\text{mux}(k)$ component is also required. Finally,
Figure 3: The parse tree of $S$ after step 2
Figure 4: The handshake circuit of $S$
for k “reads” from a channel a $dmx(k)$ component is introduced. For process $S$, this final step results in the handshake circuit of Figure 4.

For process $S$, we had to introduce three components: two $var(2)$ components for variables $x$ and $y$, and a $var(1)$ component for variable $z$. Note that for the translation of $S$ no (de)multiplexers are required. In Section 2.4 we give examples where (de)multiplexers are required.

Steps one and two in our method are similar to the command and expression decomposition steps of [BS88]. Step three also consists of two steps in [BS88], and are called variable and channel decomposition there.

The translation strategy above applies only to the translation of single CP-O processes. Remember that CP-O programs consist of a number of these processes that communicate over common channels. So, these programs can be translated by translating their processes, and connecting their common channels. Since all channels are active in our translation, this connection cannot be done directly. This problem is solved by making one adding passivator components to these channels.

### 2.4 Optimisation of handshake circuits

In this section we discuss two possible optimisations that can be applied to a handshake circuit that is the result of a translation as described in Section 2.3. These optimisations concern multiple occurrences of atoms and expressions in a CP-O process. Since these introduce “expensive” data components in the handshake circuit, we want to realise them only once, and realise multiple invocations by introducing “cheap” control components. The optimisations are described in subsequent sections, and are illustrated with small examples.

#### 2.4.1 Single realisation of atoms

Suppose we have a CP-O process that contains the atom $a!x$ three times, and the atom $a!y$ just once. Here we assume that these atoms occur in mutual exclusion. When we follow our translation method, the data-flow of these statements would result in a circuit as given in Figure 5. Notice the demultiplexer ($dmx(4)$) for the multiple writes to channel $a$.

Figure 6 shows a different translation of the same program. It is not difficult to see that this circuit performs the same function. Since we replaced a considerable part of the area-consuming data components by less expensive control components, this translation yields a considerable reduction of the size (area) of the circuit, especially when a large wordlength is used (e.g. 16 bits).

Above, we have only discussed the optimisation for an output action. It is not difficult to see that for the other atoms (input actions and assignments) similar optimisations can be applied, which means that demultiplexers can be smaller, or sometimes disappear completely.
where
\[ \alpha_d(E) = \begin{cases} 0 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\ a_{dmx}(\#_d(E)) + \alpha_e(E) & E = E_0 \square \ldots \square E_{n-1} \end{cases} \]
and
\[ \alpha_e(E) = \begin{cases} 0 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\ a_{\Omega(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \alpha_e(E_i)) & E = E_0 \square \ldots \square E_{n-1} \end{cases} \]

We assume that \( a_{mux(1)} = a_{dmx(1)} = a_{mix(1)} = 0 \).

### 3.3 Speed estimates

The timing analysis for the optimised realisation is based on the syntax of the process. An estimate for the 'speed of a CP-0 process' is given by a function \( \tau : (\text{StatList} \cup \text{Exp}) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). Here we mean by the speed of a CP-0 process the time that is spent within the handshake components. So, no delays are included for wires or communication with the environment.

The speed estimates for sequential composition, concurrent composition, and repetition is rather straightforward. They equal the internal switching time of the (control) component, plus a speed estimate for the statements that are activated. Since we assume that the statements in a concurrent composition are executed in parallel, this estimate equals the maximum of all the speed estimates of these statements.

The speed estimates for input actions, output actions, and assignment statements depend on the multiplicity functions. If, for example, an atom appears \( n \) times, \( n > 1 \), in a CP-0 process \( S \) then the speed estimate for this atom is increased by a delay \( t_{mix(n)} \) for an \( n \)-ary mixer. A delay \( t_{trf} \) is always included for a transferrer. In case of an \( n \)-ary write to a single variable or a single channel, a delay \( t_{mux(n)} \) is added. Similarly, we add a delay \( t_{dmx(n)} \), in case of a \( n \)-ary read from a single channel. A delay \( t_{read(n)} \) is added in case of an \( n \)-ary read from a variable or constant. Similarly, the delay for writing to a \( n \)-ary variable is denoted by \( t_{write(n)} \). As will be explained in Section 4, variables can be implemented such that the write delay depends on the number of read ports of a variable.

For expressions, we assume that the evaluation of all operands of an \( n \)-ary \( \square \) expression (e.g. an \( n \)-ary sum) start at the same time. A delay \( t_{dmx(n)} \) is added for a multiplicity \( n \) of each expression. When we denote the delay in component \( \square(n) \) by \( t_{\square(n)} \), we can now give the definition of speed estimate function \( \tau \).

**Definition 3.12** (Speed estimate function \( \tau \))

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau(S_0; \ldots ; S_{n-1}) &= t_{seq(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \tau(S_i)) \\
\tau(S_0, \ldots , S_{n-1}) &= t_{conc(n)} + (\max i : 0 \leq i < n : \tau(S_i)) \\
\tau((S)^n) &= t_{repn} + n \cdot \tau(S)
\end{align*}
\]
optimisation again with an example. Consider the following CP-0 process:

\[(a!x + y; b!x + y)\]

With our translation method, the data-flow part of this process is translated to the circuit of Figure 7. We see that the area-consuming addition operator is duplicated.

![Figure 7: Two additions with two addition operators](image)

In Figure 8 another translation for the same program is depicted. With respect to area, this circuit is an optimisation, since we need only one addition operator. However, the introduction of a demultiplexer means that the circuit is slower. We decided to apply this (area) optimisation, since we think that in this case the loss of speed is neglectable when compared with the gain in area.

![Figure 8: Two additions with just one addition operator](image)

Note that a demultiplexer requires the demanding sides to be in mutual exclusion. For multiple invocations of expressions, this is guaranteed by our second program transformation of Section 2.3.
Note also that this optimisation is applied only if complete expressions on the right hand sides of output or assignment statements are duplicated. So, we apply no common subexpression elimination, which is suggested in [Mak90] as an optimisation.

3 Performance analysis of CP-0 processes

Now that we have a unique translation for an arbitrary CP-0 program into its optimised realisation, we can use this translation for the performance analysis of CP-0 programs. The method that we describe in this section is only applicable to single CP-0 processes. To derive size and speed estimates for complete CP-0 programs, we have to add size and speed estimates for the passivators, which are necessary to connect the communicating channels of the processes.

In order to give the formulae for speed and size estimation, we need to define a number of sets and functions that formalise the notions of different atoms and multiple read/write that are used in the description of the translation strategy. This will be done in Section 3.1. Then in Section 3.2, we present our method to estimate size of CP-0 processes. In Section 3.3, we give our method for speed estimates. The method expresses the size and speed estimate of a process in estimates for the handshake components that are used in the translation of the process. Therefore we give in Section 4 the size and speed of each handshake component. We conjecture that the values we give are not very realistic, but they are necessary to show an application of our method in Section 4.

In this section we use the following notation:

- $S, S_0, \ldots, S_{n-1}$: statements, denoted by $S, S_0, \ldots, S_{n-1} \in StatList$,
- $E, E_0, \ldots, E_{n-1}$: expressions, denoted by $E, E_0, \ldots, E_{n-1} \in Exp$,
- $x, y$: variables, denoted by $x, y \in Var$, and
- $a$: a channel, denoted by $a \in Chan$.

The number of elements of a set $X$ is denoted by $|X|$. The formal framework that we introduce in Section 3.1 consists of the definition of a number of recursive functions. One of the arguments of these functions is a statement (an element of $StatList$). As a notational convenience, we allow ourselves to omit this argument when we give a complete process as an argument.

3.1 The formal framework

The first step of the translation strategy is the realisation of all variables, constants and channels in the CP-0 process. We introduce a function $ChanSet : StatList \rightarrow P(Chan)$. Set $ChanSet(S)$ contains all channels that are used in CP-0 process $S$.

Definition 3.1 ($ChanSet$)
\begin{align*}
\text{ChanSet}(a?x) &= \{a\} \\
\text{ChanSet}(a!E) &= \{a\} \\
\text{ChanSet}(x := E) &= \emptyset \\
\text{ChanSet}(S_0; \ldots ; S_{n-1}) &= (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{ChanSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{ChanSet}(S_0, \ldots , S_{n-1}) &= (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{ChanSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{ChanSet}(S^n) &= \text{ChanSet}(S)
\end{align*}

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{VarSet}(a?x) = \{x\} \\
\text{VarSet}(a!E) = \text{VarSet}(E) \\
\text{VarSet}(x := E) = \{x\} \cup \text{VarSet}(E) \\
\text{VarSet}(S_0; \ldots ; S_{n-1}) = (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{VarSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{VarSet}(S_0, \ldots , S_{n-1}) = (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{VarSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{VarSet}(S^n) = \text{VarSet}(S) \\
\text{VarSet}(E) = \begin{cases} 
\{E\} & \text{if } E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\
(\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{VarSet}(E_i)) & \text{if } E = E_0 \cdots \odot E_{n-1}
\end{cases}
\end{array} \]

A second function $\text{VarSet} : \text{StatList} \cup \text{Exp} \to \mathcal{P}(\text{Var})$ gives the set of all variables and constants that occur in a process.

**Definition 3.2 (VarSet)**

The second step of the translation strategy realises all different input actions, output actions, and assignment statements in a CP-0 process $S$. Let $\text{AtomSet} : \text{StatList} \to \mathcal{P}(\text{Atom})$; $\text{AtomSet}(S)$ is the set of all input actions, output actions, and assignment statements in $S$.

**Definition 3.3 (AtomSet)**

Function $\text{ExpSet} : \text{StatList} \to \mathcal{P}(\text{Exp})$ computes the collection of right-hand sides of assignment statements and output actions. However, only right-hand sides that contain operators are included in the collection. The function is defined as follows:
Definition 3.4 *(ExpSet)*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ExpSet}(a?x) &= \emptyset \\
\text{ExpSet}(a!E) &= \begin{cases} \\
\emptyset & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\
\{E\} & E = E_0 \circ \ldots \circ E_{n-1} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{ExpSet}(x := E) &= \begin{cases} \\
\emptyset & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\
\{E\} & E = E_0 \circ \ldots \circ E_{n-1} \\
\end{cases} \\
\text{ExpSet}(S_0; \ldots; S_{n-1}) &= (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{ExpSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{ExpSet}(S_0, \ldots, S_{n-1}) &= (\forall i : 0 \leq i < n : \text{ExpSet}(S_i)) \\
\text{ExpSet}(S^n) &= \text{ExpSet}(S)
\end{align*}
\]

These four sets facilitate the definition of functions that express the multiplicity of read and write operations from/to variables and channels, and the multiplicity of atoms (input actions, output actions, assignment statements) in CP-0 processes. These functions offer us the possibility to count the number and determine the arity of multiplexers, demultiplexers, variables, constants, and mixers. The multiplicity functions are denoted by ‘#’ symbols. First we give two functions for the multiplicity of channels; \(\#?, \#! : \text{Chan} \times \text{StatList} \rightarrow \mathcal{N}\). They are defined as follows:

Definition 3.5 *(Channel Multiplicities)*

Let \(a \in \text{Chan}\). Then:

\[
\begin{align*}
\#?(a, S) &= |\{x : x \in \text{VarSet}(S) \land a?x \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : x\}| \\
\#!(a, S) &= |\{x : x \in \text{VarSet}(S) \land a!x \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : x\}| \\
&\quad + |\{E : E \in \text{ExpSet}(S) \land a!E \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : E\}| 
\end{align*}
\]

To compute read and write multiplicities of variables (and constants), we next define \(\#_w : \text{Var} \times \text{StatList} \rightarrow \mathcal{N}\), and \(\#_r : (\text{Var} \cup \text{Con}) \times (\text{StatList} \cup \text{Exp}) \rightarrow \mathcal{N}\). Note that we do not distinguish between variables and constants and consider a constant as a variable with a zero write multiplicity, so without a write port.

Definition 3.6 *(Read and Write Multiplicities)*

Let \(x \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con}\). Then:
\[ \#_w(x, S) = \{a : a \in \text{ChanSet}(S) \land a?x \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : a\} \]
\[ + \{y : y \in \text{VarSet}(S) \land x := y \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : y\} \]
\[ + \{E : E \in \text{ExpSet}(S) \land x := E \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : E\} \]

\[ \#_r(x, S) = \{a : a \in \text{ChanSet}(S) \land a!x \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : a\} \]
\[ + \{y : y \in \text{VarSet}(S) \land y := x \in \text{AtomSet}(S) : y\} \]
\[ + (\Sigma E : E \in \text{ExpSet}(S) : \#_r(x, E)) \]

Where:

\[ \#_r(x, E) = \begin{cases} 
1 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \land x = E \\
0 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \land x \neq E \\
(\Sigma i : 0 \leq i < n : \#_r(x, E_i)) & E = E_0 \square \ldots \square E_{n-1} 
\end{cases} \]

\[ \square \]

Function \#: \text{Atom} \times \text{StatList} \rightarrow \mathcal{N} \] gives the multiplicity of each atom in a CP-0 process.

\textbf{Definition 3.7 (Atom Multiplicities)}

Let \( g \in \text{Atom} \). Then:

\[ \#(g, a?x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & g = a?x \\
0 & g \neq a?x 
\end{cases} \]

\[ \#(g, a!E) = \begin{cases} 
1 & g = a!E \\
0 & g \neq a!E 
\end{cases} \]

\[ \#(g, x := E) = \begin{cases} 
1 & g = (x := E) \\
0 & g \neq (x := E) 
\end{cases} \]

\[ \#(g, S_0; \ldots; S_{n-1}) = (\Sigma i : 0 \leq i < n : \#(g, S_i)) \]

\[ \#(g, S_0, \ldots, S_{n-1}) = (\Sigma i : 0 \leq i < n : \#(g, S_i)) \]

\[ \#(g, \ldots^n) = \#(g, \ldots) \]

\[ \square \]

Function \#\_\text{e}: \text{Exp} \times \text{StatList} \rightarrow \mathcal{N} \] gives the multiplicity of each expression in a CP-0 process. With the definition we have to be careful not to count expressions more than once when they appear in atoms that have several occurrences. For this purpose we use function \text{AtomSet} in the definition.

\textbf{Definition 3.8 (Expression Multiplicities)}
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Let $E \in ExpSet(S)$. Then:

$$\#_e(E, S) = \begin{cases} 1 & S = (a!E) \\ 1 & S = (x := E) \\ 0 & S = (a?x) \\ \sum g : g \in AtomSet(S) : \#_e(E, g) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

3.2 Size estimates

The multiplicity functions make it quite easy to give the number and arity of multiplexers, demultiplexers, variables (constants), and mixers in a translated CP-O process. The functions are defined in a way that takes into account the optimisation of single realisation of atoms and expressions. Our size estimates 'only' include the handshake components that are used in a CP-O process, not the wires that are used in an actual VLSI layout. This is because we do not have any knowledge at this level (the level of the VLSI programmer) about this layout.

The number of occurrences of control components in the realisation of a CP-O process $S$, and the arities of these occurrences depend on the structure of $S$. They are not influenced by our optimisations. The estimate for the total size of all elements of these components in $S$ will be given by $\alpha_c(S)$.

In contrast to the control components, the number of occurrences and the arities of data manipulation components and transferrers are influenced by our optimisations. The estimate for the total size of all these components is given by $\alpha_d(S)$. The size estimate $\alpha(S)$ for a process $S$ is the sum of both estimates $\alpha_c(S)$ and $\alpha_d(S)$.

**Definition 3.9 (Size estimate function $\alpha$)**

$$\alpha(S) = \alpha_c(S) + \alpha_d(S)$$

Function $\alpha_c : StatList \rightarrow \mathcal{N}$ depends on the syntactic structure of the process. It gives the total area of all repetitors, sequencers, and concursors. The definition of $\alpha_c$ is straightforward. We denote the area of a handshake component $p$ by $a_p$.

**Definition 3.10 ($\alpha_c$)**

Let $g \in Atom$. Then:

$\alpha_c(g) = 0$

$\alpha_c(S_0; \ldots; S_{n-1}) = a_{seq(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \alpha_c(S_i))$

$\alpha_c(S_0, \ldots, S_{n-1}) = a_{conc(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \alpha_c(S_i))$

$\alpha_c(S^n) = a_{rep^n} + \alpha_c(S)$
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Function $\alpha_d: (StatList \cup Exp) \rightarrow \mathcal{N}$ is somewhat more complex. It does not depend on the syntactic structure of the process, but uses the multiplicity functions. In order to give a formal definition of $\alpha_d$ we need to examine the number of occurrences and arities of each of the remaining handshake components.

- **Variables**
The realisation of a CP-0 process $S$ contains a $var(\#r(x))$ component for each $x \in VarSet(S) \cap Var$, and a $con(\#r(x))$ for each $x \in VarSet(S) \cap Con$.

- **Multiplexers**
The realisation of $S$ contains a $mux(\#(a))$ for each $a \in ChanSet(S)$, with $\#(a) > 1$, and a $mux(\#w(x))$ for each $x \in VarSet(S)$, with $\#w(x) > 1$.

- **Demultiplexers**
The realisation of $S$ contains a $dmx(\#?(a))$ for each $a \in ChanSet(S), \#?(a) > 1$ and a $dmx(\#e(E))$ for each $E \in ExpSet(S)$ of the form $E = E_0 \square \ldots \square E_{n-1}$ and $\#e(E) > 1$.

- **Transferrers**
The realisation of $S$ contains a $trf$ for each $g \in AtomSet(S)$.

- **Mixers**
The realisation of $S$ contains a $mix(\#(g))$ for each $g \in AtomSet(S), with \#(g) > 1$.

- **Arithmetic operators**
For each $E \in ExpSet(S)$ of the form $E = E_0 \square \ldots \square E_{n-1}$, where $n \geq 1$, the realisation of CP-0 process $S$ contains a $\square(n)$ component.

Combining these results we can easily deduce the following definition for $\alpha_d$:

**Definition 3.11 ($\alpha_d$)**

$$
\alpha_d(S) = (\sum c : c \in ChanSet(S) : a_{mux}(\#r(c)) + a_{dmx}(\#?(c))) + \\
(\sum x : x \in VarSet(S) \cap Var : a_{mux}(\#w(x)) + a_{var}(\#r(E))) + \\
(\sum x : x \in VarSet(S) \cap Con : a_{con}(\#r(E))) + \\
(\sum g : g \in AtomSet(S) : a_{mix}(\#(g)) + a_{trf}) + \\
(\sum E : E \in ExpSet(S) : \alpha_d(E))
$$
where
\[
\alpha_d(E) = \begin{cases} 
0 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\
 a_{d\text{mx}(\#_a(E))} + \alpha_a(E) & E = E_0 \boxdot \ldots \boxdot E_{n-1}
\end{cases}
\]
and
\[
\alpha_a(E) = \begin{cases} 
0 & E \in \text{Var} \cup \text{Con} \\
 a_{\Omega(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \alpha_a(E_i)) & E = E_0 \boxdot \ldots \boxdot E_{n-1}
\end{cases}
\]

We assume that \( a_{\text{mux}(1)} = a_{\text{dmx}(1)} = a_{\text{mix}(1)} = 0 \).

### 3.3 Speed estimates

The timing analysis for the optimised realisation is based on the syntax of the process. An estimate for the 'speed of a CP-0 process' is given by a function \( \tau : (\text{StatList} \cup \text{Exp}) \rightarrow \mathcal{R} \). Here we mean by the speed of a CP-0 process the time that is spent within the handshake components. So, no delays are included for wires or communication with the environment.

The speed estimates for sequential composition, concurrent composition, and repetition is rather straightforward. They equal the internal switching time of the (control) component, plus a speed estimate for the statements that are activated. Since we assume that the statements in a concurrent composition are executed in parallel, this estimate equals the maximum of all the speed estimates of these statements.

The speed estimates for input actions, output actions, and assignment statements depend on the multiplicity functions. If, for example, an atom appears \( n \) times, \( n > 1 \), in a CP-0 process \( S \) then the speed estimate for this atom is increased by a delay \( t_{\text{mix}(n)} \) for an \( n \)-ary mixer. A delay \( t_{\text{wrf}} \) is always included for a transferrer. In case of an \( n \)-ary write to a single variable or a single channel, a delay \( t_{\text{mux}(n)} \) is added. Similarly, we add a delay \( t_{\text{dmx}(n)} \) in case of an \( n \)-ary read from a single channel. A delay \( t_{\text{read}(n)} \) is added in case of an \( n \)-ary read from a variable or constant. Similarly, the delay for writing to a \( n \)-ary variable is denoted by \( t_{\text{write}(n)} \). As will be explained in Section 4, variables can be implemented such that the write delay depends on the number of read ports of a variable.

For expressions, we assume that the evaluation of all operands of an \( n \)-ary \( \boxdot \) expression (e.g. an \( n \)-ary sum) start at the same time. A delay \( t_{\text{dmx}(n)} \) is added for a multiplicity \( n \) of each expression. When we denote the delay in component \( \Box(n) \) by \( t_{\Box(n)} \), we can now give the definition of speed estimate function \( \tau \).

**Definition 3.12 (Speed estimate function \( \tau \))**

\[
\tau(S_0; \ldots ; S_{n-1}) = t_{\text{seq}(n)} + (\sum i : 0 \leq i < n : \tau(S_i))
\]
\[
\tau(S_0, \ldots , S_{n-1}) = t_{\text{conc}(n)} + (\text{MAX} i : 0 \leq i < n : \tau(S_i))
\]
\[
\tau((S)^n) = t_{\text{repn}} + n \cdot \tau(S)
\]
\[\tau(x := E) = \tau_{mux}(\#u(x)) + \tau_{write}(\#r(x)) + \tau_{rf} + \tau_{mix}(\#(x := E)) + \begin{cases} \tau_{read}(\#r(E)) & E \in Var \cup Con \\ \tau(E) + \tau_{dmix}(\#(x := E)) & E = E_0 \ldots \square E_{n-1} \end{cases} \]

\[\tau(a!E) = \tau_{mux}(\#(_{a}(E)) + \tau_{rf} + \tau_{mix}(\#(a!E)) + \begin{cases} \tau_{read}(\#r(E)) & E \in Var \cup Con \\ \tau(E) + \tau_{dmix}(\#(x := E)) & E = E_0 \ldots \square E_{n-1} \end{cases} \]

\[\tau(a?x) = t_{dmix}(\#(_{a}(x)) + \tau_{rf} + \tau_{mux}(\#u(x)) + \tau_{write}(\#(_{a}(x)) + \tau_{mix}(\#(a?x)) \]

Where:

\[\tau(E) = \begin{cases} \tau_{read}(\#r(E)) & E \in Var \cup Con \\ t_{\square(n)} + (\text{MAX } 0 \leq i < n : \tau(E_i)) & E = E_0 \ldots \square E_{n-1} \end{cases} \]

### 3.4 Size and speed of the handshake components

When we apply our performance analysis method to a CP-0 process, this results in two expressions: one for the size, and one for the speed of the corresponding handshake circuit. To get actual speed and size estimates, we have to substitute in these expressions the values for the size and speed of the handshake components. Clearly, these values depend on the design and implementation of the components. The components can be designed as single standard cells that consist of transistors (cf. [BK91]). Important factors that influence the size and speed are the design of these cells and the IC-technology that is used for their implementation. We only touch upon the design decisions that we made with respect to our set of handshake components.

In Table 4 the size and speed estimates for our set of handshake components is given. Since the goal of our performance analysis method is to compare different CP-0 processes, we express the size and speed in the abstract measures “\(F\)” and “\(T\)” respectively.

We decided to implement the sequencer as a binary tree of \(\text{seq}(2)\) components. The size and speed of this components is estimated as \(F\) and \(T\), respectively. The concursor, mixer, (de)multiplexer, and the operator components are implemented similarly, but the size and speed may differ somewhat. Note that the size of the data-manipulation components depend not only on \(k\), but also on the wordlength that is used. Note also that the sequencer the \textit{shape} of the binary tree does not influence the speed, whereas for the other components it does. For these components (i.e., the concursor, mixer, (de)multiplexer, and operator) the speed is proportional to the \textit{depth} of the tree. Since the depth of a binary tree with \(k\) leaves \((k > 1)\) lies between \(\log k\) and \(k - 1\), the lower and upper bounds on the speed of the components follow. We decided to take the lower bound for the mixer and the (de)multiplexer, while the upper bound was taken for the concursor and the operator.

The estimates for the repetitor, constant, passivator, and transferrer are due to [Mak90] and [Sch91]. Note that the speed and size of a \(\text{rep}_n\) component is assumed to be independent of \(n\).

Furthermore, a variable component \(\text{var}(k)\) is implemented such, that delay of a read action is \textit{independent} of \(k\). However, the delay of a write action \textit{does} depend on \(k\). According to [Sch91], a variable is implemented such, that on a write action the written values is
Table 4: Size and speed of handshake components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seq(k)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot F)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conc(k)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot F)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repa</td>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mix(k)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot F)</td>
<td>([\log k] \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muz(k)</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>([\log k] \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmz(k)</td>
<td>(2(k - 1) \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>([\log k] \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>con(k)</td>
<td>((1.25 + 0.75k) \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var(k)</td>
<td>((1.25 + 0.75k) \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>(t_{\text{read}}(k) = T)  \(t_{\text{write}}(k) = [\log(k + 1)] \cdot T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass</td>
<td>(2 \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□(k)</td>
<td>(3(k - 1) \cdot F/\text{bit})</td>
<td>((k - 1) \cdot 8T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trf</td>
<td>(0F)</td>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

distributed to the \(k\) read ports. Again this distribution is done by using a tree, which is assumes to be balanced, resulting in a lower bound on the delay.

We do not know whether the values of Table 4 are realistic. Currently, it is not known what the best implementation of the handshake components is, so realistic values cannot be given [Sch91]. However, note that, in order to compare processes, the ratios between the values matter, not the values themselves.

4 The comparison of two CP-0 programs

In this section we compare the two different CP-0 programs for dynamic programming of [MS89] by giving size and speed estimates for their processes. Both programs consist of a network of processes that can be specified in the CP-0 language. We call these two programs \(S_{DP}\) and \(S_{DDP}\). An example of an actual derivation of a size and speed estimate is given in the appendix. The estimates that we give in this section were not derived by hand, but are determined by a small program that is a straightforward implementation of our performance analysis method of Section 3.

Program \(S_{DP}\) consists of processes \(S_{ij}\) (\(0 \leq i \leq j \leq N\), \(N\) the problem size). Three cases are distinguished in [MS89]:

**case 1** \(0 \leq i = j \leq N\),

**case 2** \(0 \leq i < j \leq N\), where \((j - i) \mod 2 = 0\), and

**case 3** \(0 \leq i < j \leq N\), where \((j - i) \mod 2 = 1\).

In this section we restrict ourselves to cases 2 and 3. We denote the corresponding CP-0 processes by \(S_{DP'}\) and \(S_{DP''}\) respectively.
Program $S_{DDP}$ is meant as an optimisation, and is constructed by combining four neighbouring processes of $S_{DP}$ (two $S_{DP'}$ and two $S_{DP''}$ cells). In order to get a fair comparison, we should take one process of $S_{DDP}$ and compare its performance with the performance of a cluster of four neighbouring $S_{DP}$ processes.

4.1 Size and speed estimates for $S_{DP}$

Using the multiplicity tables and the size estimate formulae of the previous section, we deduce a size estimate for a cluster of two processes $S_{DP'}$ and two processes $S_{DP''}$. The size of the cluster is the sum of the sizes of the four processes, increased by the size of a number of passivators: one for each output (or input) channel in each of the four processes. Hence, we should add the size of 16 passivators.

For $S_{DP'}$, assuming a 16 bit wordlength, this gives the following size:

$$\alpha(S_{DP'}) = 1203F.$$ 

For $S_{DP''}$ we obtain the following size:

$$\alpha(S_{DP''}) = 1141F.$$ 

The size of a cluster of four processes (twice case 2, twice case 3) equals $2 \cdot \alpha(S_{DP'}) + 2 \cdot \alpha(S_{DP''})$ plus the size of 16 passivators: one for each output (or input) channel in each of the four cells. We assume that the size of a passivator is $2F/\text{bit}$, so for a 16 bit wordlength we get $32F$ per passivator. Hence, the size of a cluster of four cells is:

$$2 \cdot 1203F + 2 \cdot 1141F + 16 \cdot 32F = 5200F.$$ 

With respect to the speed of a cluster, we assume that the four processes work in parallel, so the speed is determined by the ‘slowest’ process. Since $S_{DP'}$ is of the form $S_0; S_1; S_2; S_3; S_4$ and $S_{DP''}$ is of the form $S_0; S_2; S_3; S_4$ (see [MS89]), we conclude that the speed of $S_{DP''}$ is less than the speed of $S_{DP'}$. Therefore, we assume that the speed of the cluster of four processes equals $\tau(S_{DP'})$. For $S_{DP'}$, we obtain the following speed estimate:

$$\tau(S_{DP'}) = (28 \cdot (j - i) + 10)T.$$ 

In order to compare this speed with the speed of $S_{DDP}$, we should compute the maximum value for $\tau(S_{DP'})$. It is easy to see that this results in taking $j = N$ and $i = 0$, which gives the following speed estimate for program $S_{DP}$:

$$\tau(S_{DP}) = (28 \cdot N + 10)T.$$ 

4.2 Size and speed estimates for $S_{DDP}$

For an $S_{DDP}$ process $S_{DDP(i,j)}$ ($0 \leq i \leq j \leq N$), again assuming a 16 bit wordlength, we get the following size:

$$\alpha(S_{DDP(i,j)}) = 4680F.$$
This size estimate should be increased by the size of four passivators (one for each output channel). Taking these into account, the total size of $S_{DDP(i,j)}$ becomes $4680F + 4 \cdot 32F = 4808F$. With respect to speed, we get the following result for process $S_{DDP(i,j)}$:

$$\tau(S_{DDP(i,j)}) = (169 \cdot (j - i) + 13)T.$$ 

If we want to compare this speed with $\tau(S_{DP})$, we should take $j = \frac{N}{2}$ and $i = 0$. This results in:

$$\tau(S_{DDP}) = (84.5 \cdot N + 13)T.$$ 

Comparing the speed and size estimates for both systolic designs, we conclude that the size of the clustered design is about 8% smaller than the size of the 'fine-grained' design, whereas it is three times slower.

5 Conclusion

We presented a method for performance analysis of processes of CP-0 programs. With this method these processes can be compared by estimating their size and speed. The method was developed such that it could be implemented quite easily. As a test case, the resulting program was applied to the systolic designs for dynamic programming of [MS89].

Our method features the single realisation of atoms and expressions as optimisations. For the second optimisation we have to perform a program transformation that establishes mutual exclusion of expression evaluations. Since this might not be desirable in all situations, the optimisations should be made optional when the performance analysis method is incorporated in a VLSI programming environment.

We have tried to make our method independent from the implementation of the handshake components. If the implementation of a component changes, this should only affect the size and speed estimates of the component, and not the entire method. However, this independence has its limitations. If, for instance, variables are implemented with only one read channel (as is suggested in [Pee90b]), this would require a change in the translation method, and would therefore also require a change in the performance analysis method.

We suppose that our method can be extended with a number of language constructs, like selection (“if-then”) and iteration (“while-do”). This extension is a topic for future research. Another extension could be the addition of more (post-)optimisations, e.g. common subexpression elimination. However, we conjecture that the introduction of more optimisations will lead to more program transformations, something we consider undesirable. A way to avoid these transformations is to introduce new handshake components (e.g., the fork component of [Pee90a]). A disadvantage of this approach is that it might make our performance analysis rather complex.
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A An example of a derivation

In this appendix we consider CP-0 program $S_{DP}$ of [Mak89]. For the example derivation, we restrict ourselves to case 2, so process $S_{DP'}$. The statements of this process are given
below:

\[ S_{DP'} = S_0; S_1; S_2; S_3; S_4 \]

where:

\[ S_0 = a?ya, b?xb, d?yd, e?xe \]
\[ S_1 = a!xb, b!xb, d!xe, e!xe \]
\[ S_2 = m := (w + ya + xe) \min (w + xb + yd) \]
\[ S_3 = (a?xa, b?xb, d?xd, e?xe \]
\[ ; a!ya, b!xb, d!yd, e!xe \]
\[ ; (m0 := m; m := m0 \min (w + xa + xe) \min (w + xb + xd)), ya := xa, yd := xd \]
\[ \frac{1}{2} (i - i - 1) \]
\[ S_4 = a!ya, b!m, d!yd, e!m \]

In order to apply our method, we need to determine sets \( ChanSet, VarSet, AtomSet \) and \( ExpSet \), and the multiplicity functions for this process. We do this by constructing three tables:

- A table in which for each variable \( x \in VarSet(S_{DP'}) \) the values \( #r(x) \) and \( #w(x) \) are given. Set \( VarSet(S_{DP'}) \) is the set of all elements in the left column of the table. The values \( #r(x) \) for \( x \in ExpSet(S_{DP'}) \cap Con \) are also given.

- A table in which for each channel \( a \in ChanSet(S_{DP'}) \), the values \( #?a(a) \) and \( #!:a(a) \) are given. Set \( ChanSet(S_{DP'}) \) is the set of all elements in the left column of the table.

- A table in which for each atom of \( g \in AtomSet(S_{DP'}) \), the value \( #(g) \) is given. Set \( ExpSet(S_{DP'}) \) is the set of right-hand sides of assignment statements in the left column of the table; \( AtomSet(S_{DP'}) \) is the set of all elements in the left column.

Below we give these three tables for the CP-0 process \( S_{DP'} \). All multiplicities are given, except the expression multiplicities. It is not difficult to see that no expression occurs more than once, so these multiplicities are omitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>#r(x)</th>
<th>#w(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Channels and their multiplicities

Using these tables and the size estimate formulae, we derive a size estimate for \( S_{DP'} \). This derivation is given below, with some hints.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>#_w(x)</th>
<th>#_r(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Variables and their write and read multiplicities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>#(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a?</td>
<td>ya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b?</td>
<td>xb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d?</td>
<td>yd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e?</td>
<td>xe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a!</td>
<td>xb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b!</td>
<td>xb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d!</td>
<td>xe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e!</td>
<td>xe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m:=</td>
<td>(w + ya + xe) \text{min} (w + xb + yd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m0:=</td>
<td>\text{min} (w + xa + xe) \text{min} (w + xb + xd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya:=</td>
<td>xa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yd:=</td>
<td>xd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Atoms, expressions, and atom multiplicities
\( \alpha(S_{DP'}) \) = \{ Definition 3.9 \}
\[ \alpha_c(S_{DP'}) + \alpha_d(S_{DP'}) \]

\( \alpha_c(S_{DP'}) = \alpha_c(S_0; S_1; S_2; S_3; S_4) \)
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{seq(5)} + (\Sigma i : 0 \leq i < 5 : \alpha_c(S_i)) \]

\( \alpha_c(S_0) = \alpha_c(a?ya, b?xb, d?yd, e?xe) \)
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{cond(4)} + \alpha_c(a?ya) + \alpha_c(b?xb) + \alpha_c(d?yd) + \alpha_c(e?xe) \]
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{cond(4)} + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 \]
= \( a_{cond(4)} \)

\( \alpha_c(S_1) = \alpha_c(a!xb, b!xb, d!xe, e!xe) \)
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{cond(4)} \]

\( \alpha_c(S_2) = \alpha_c(m := (w + ya + xe) \min (w + xb + yd)) \)
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
0

\( \alpha_c(S_3) = \alpha_c((S_{30}; S_{31}; S_{32})^{\frac{1}{2}}(j-i)-1) \)
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{rep(4)}^{j-i-1} + \alpha_c(S_{30}; S_{31}; S_{32}) \]
= \{ Definition 3.10 \}
\[ a_{rep(4)}^{j-i-1} + a_{seq(3)} + \alpha_c(S_{30}) + \alpha_c(S_{31}) + \alpha_c(S_{32}) \]

\( \alpha_c(S_4) = \alpha_c(alya, b!lm, d!yd, e!lm) \)
= \( a_{conc(4)} \)

\( \alpha_c(S_{30}) = \alpha_c(a?xa, b?xb, d?xd, e?xe) \)
= \( a_{cond(4)} \)

\( \alpha_c(S_{31}) = \alpha_c(alya, b!xb, d!yd, e!xe) \)
= \( a_{cond(4)} \)

\( \alpha_c(S_{32}) = \alpha_c(S_{320}, S_{321}, S_{322}) \)

\( \alpha_c(S_{330}) = \alpha_c(m0 := m; m := m0 \min (w + xa + xe) \min (w + xb + xd)) \)
= \( a_{seq(2)} + \alpha_c(m0 := m) + \alpha_c(m := m0 \min (w + xa + xe) \min (w + xb + xd)) \)
= \( a_{seq(3)} + 0 + 0 \)
= \( a_{seq(2)} \)

\( \alpha_c(S_{321}) = \alpha_c(ya := xa) \)
= 0

\( \alpha_c(S_{322}) = \alpha_c(yd := xd) \)
= 0

\( \alpha_d(S_{DP'}) = \{ Definition 3.11 \} \)
\[
\begin{align*}
\Sigma c : c \in ChanSet(S_{DP'}) : & a_{mux}(\#_1(c)) + a_{dmx}(\#_1(c)) + \\
\Sigma v : v \in VarSet(S_{DP'}) : & a_{mux}(\#_2(v)) + a_{var}(\#_1(v)) + \\
\Sigma b : b \in AtomSet(S_{DP'}) : & a_{mix}(\#(b)) + a_{trf} + \\
\Sigma e : e \in ExpSet(S_{DP'}) : & a(e) \\
= & a_{min}(3) + a_{min}(2) + 4a_{plus}(3) + \\
6a_{mix}(2) + 19a_{trf} + \\
7a_{mux}(2) + 2a_{dmx}(2) + \\
2a_{var}(4) + a_{con}(4) + a_{var}(3) + 4a_{var}(2) + a_{var}(1)
\end{align*}
\]

For process $S_{DP'}$, assuming a 16 bit wordlength, we get the following size:
\[
\alpha(S_{DP'}) = 1203F
\]

Using the same tables and the speed estimate formulae, we deduce a speed estimate for $S_{DP'}$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau(S_{DP'}) = & \tau(S_0; S_1; S_2; S_3; S_4) \\
& \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \} \\
& t_{seq(3)} + (\Sigma i : 0 \leq i < 5 : \tau(S_i)) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau(S_0) = & \tau(a?ya, b?xb, d?yd, e?xe) \\
& \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \} \\
& t_{conc(4)} + \max \{ \tau(a?ya), \tau(b?xb), \tau(d?yd), \tau(e?xe) \} \\
= & t_{conc(4)} + \max \{ t_{trf} + t_{write(2)} + t_{dmx(2)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{write(4)} + t_{dmx(1)} + t_{mux(1)} + t_{mix(2)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{write(2)} + t_{dmx(2)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{write(4)} + t_{dmx(1)} + t_{mux(1)} + t_{mix(2)} \} \\
= & t_{conc(4)} + t_{trf} + \max \{ t_{write(2)} + t_{dmx(2)} + t_{mux(2)} \\
& , t_{write(4)} + t_{dmx(1)} + t_{mux(1)} + t_{mix(2)} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau(S_1) = & \tau(a!xb, b!xb, d!xe, e!xe) \\
& \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \} \\
& t_{conc(4)} + \max \{ \tau(a!xb), \tau(b!xb), \tau(d!xe), \tau(e!xe) \} \\
= & t_{conc(4)} + \max \{ t_{trf} + t_{read(4)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{read(4)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(2)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{read(4)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{trf} + t_{read(4)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(2)} \} \\
= & t_{conc(4)} + t_{trf} + t_{mux(2)} + \max \{ t_{read(4)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{read(4)} + t_{mix(2)} \\
& , t_{read(4)} + t_{mix(1)} \\
& , t_{read(4)} + t_{mix(2)} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
= t_{conc(4)} + t_{trf} + t_{read(4)} + t_{mux(2)} + t_{mix(2)}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\tau(S_2) = \tau(m := (w + ya + xe) \, \text{min} \, (w + xb + yd)) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
\tau((w + ya + xe) \, \text{min} \, (w + xb + yd)) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + \max \{ \tau(w + ya + xe), \tau(w + xb + yd) \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + \max \{ t_{\text{plus}(3)} + \max \{ \tau(w), \tau(ya), \tau(xe) \} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(3)}, t_{\text{read}(2)} + t_{\text{read}(4)} \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + \max \{ t_{\text{plus}(3)} + \max \{ t_{\text{read}(4)}, t_{\text{read}(2)}, t_{\text{read}(4)} \}, t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(3)}, t_{\text{read}(2)} + t_{\text{read}(4)} \}
\]

\[
\tau(S_3) = \tau((S_{30}, S_{31}, S_{32})^{(j-1)} - 1)
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{rep}}_{2^{(j-i)-1}} + \left( \frac{1}{2} (j - i) - 1 \right) \cdot (t_{\text{seq}(3)} + \tau(S_{30}) + \tau(S_{31}) + \tau(S_{32}))
\]

\[
\tau(S_4) = \tau(a?xa, b?xb, d?xd, e?xe)
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + \max \{ \tau(a?xa), \tau(b?xb), \tau(d?xd), \tau(e?xe) \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + \max \{ t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(2)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(2)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + \max \{ t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(2)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(3)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(4)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{read}(4)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)}
\]

\[
\tau(S_{30}) = \tau(a?xa, b?xb, d?xd, e?xe)
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + \max \{ t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} + t_{\text{write}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(1)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{write}(4)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} + t_{\text{write}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(1)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(1)} + \max \{ t_{\text{write}(2)} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} + t_{\text{write}(4)} + t_{\text{muz}(1)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} \}
\]

\[
\tau(S_{31}) = \tau(a?ya, b?yb, d?yd, e?xe)
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + \max \{ t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(1)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} + t_{\text{write}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)} \}
\]

\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]

\[
t_{\text{conc}(4)} + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{muz}(2)} + t_{\text{mix}(2)}
\]
\( \tau(S_{32}) = \tau(S_{320}, S_{321}, S_{322}) \)
\[
= \{ \text{Definition 3.12} \}
\]
\[
= t_{\text{conc}(3)} + \max\{\tau(S_{320}), \tau(S_{321}), \tau(S_{322})\}
\]
\( \tau(S_{320}) = \tau(m_0 := m; m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m_0 := m) + \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{321}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} + t_{\text{mix}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{322}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m_0 := m; m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m_0 := m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{321}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{320}) = \tau(m_0 := m; m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m_0 := m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{322}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{321}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{320}) = \tau(m_0 := m; m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m_0 := m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{322}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]
\( \tau(S_{321}) = \tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d)) \)
\[
= t_{\text{seq}(2)} + \tau(m) + t_{\text{trf}} + t_{\text{write}(1)} + t_{\text{mux}(1)} +
\]
\[
\tau(m := m_0 \min (w + x_a + x_e) \min (w + x_b + x_d))
\]

For \( SDP' \) process \((i, j)\), this gives the following speed estimate:

\[ \tau(S_{DP'}) = (28 \cdot (j - i) + 10)T \]
In this series appeared:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>85/04</td>
<td>T. Verhoeff, H.M.L.J. Schols</td>
<td>Delay insensitive directed trace structures satisfy the foam rubber wrapper postulate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/01</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/03</td>
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<td>Some reflections on the implementation of trace structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/04</td>
<td>G.J. Houben, J. Paredaens, K.M. van Hee</td>
<td>The partition of an information system in several systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/05</td>
<td>J.L.G. Dietz, K.M. van Hee</td>
<td>A framework for the conceptual modeling of discrete dynamic systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/06</td>
<td>Tom Verhoeff</td>
<td>Nondeterminism and divergence created by concealment in CSP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/07</td>
<td>R. Gerth, L. Shira</td>
<td>On proving communication closedness of distributed layers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/09</td>
<td>C. Huizing, R. Gerth, W.P. de Roever</td>
<td>Full abstraction of a real-time denotational semantics for an OCCAM-like language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/10</td>
<td>J. Hooman</td>
<td>A compositional proof theory for real-time distributed message passing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/11</td>
<td>W.P. de Roever</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/12</td>
<td>A. Boucher, R. Gerth</td>
<td>A timed failures model for extended communicating processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Modelling of discrete dynamic systems framework and examples.
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